
Author info anthromob.space 

General 
The website is a forum for an emerging community of Anthropocene, (forced) migration and climate 
change scholars. It is meant to be a platform for information and exchange.  

Topics 
Please indicate which of our four categories would be the best fit for your contribution: Mobile Ontologies, 
Colonial Archives, Worlds in Motion, or Posthuman Futures. We welcome contributions from very 
different disciplinary perspectives: sociology, political science, climate science, migration studies, refugee 
studies, peace and conflict studies etc.pp. We welcome double/joint publications with other (internet) 
platforms. Every submission should include a short bio note and photo (.jpg, .gif, or .png format, 768px - 
1920px) for our network section. 

Text 
Please write in a clear, concise, comprehensible manner. Our readership is a diverse group, so that while we 
ask for an analytical style, we care a lot about accessibility. Contributions can be between 500 and 1,000 
words and should be written in English. Texts should have a clear structure, with subheadings where 
appropriate. Longer quotes can be inverted. The title for each contributions should capture the text’s main 
points. If possible, please include images/tables/graphics. Please remember to include copyright notes for 
each of them. 

Please include a teaser of 2-3 sentences for each contribution, as well as tags.  

Audio 
Audio contributions can be submitted as .mp3 files and should follow a clear structure. For audio files, the 
title as well as the teaser of 2-3 sentences are of particular importance; they should include the topic, place 
and time of the recording, and evoke interest.  

Video 
Video contributions can be submitted as .mp4, .mov or .avi files and should follow a clear structure. Title 
as well as teaser (2-3 sentences) should include the topic, place and time of the recording, and evoke 
interest.  
 
We read, comment on and edit your submissions before publication in close cooperation with you.  
 
Please send your submissions to info(a)anthromob.space . 
 


